DRIVING REVENUE
THROUGH CRM INTEGRATION
LEADMD - MARKETING AUTOMATION EXPERTS
A fully homogenized process brings about
an enhanced customer experience and
accelerated sales.

DRIVING REVENUE THROUGH
CRM INTEGRATION
Every marketer knows integration is a marketing tool
with unlimited potential. By integrating marketing
automation with a Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) system, a smart marketer can engineer programs
that drive qualified traffic, prioritize leads and measure
end-to-end results. A fully homogenized process
brings about an enhanced customer experience and
accelerated sales.
So why don’t more people do it? The majority of
executives recoil from even the idea of integration,
thinking it will involve more resources, a longer time
frame and a higher probability for failure. Many are
reluctant to complicate their existing marketing systems
or initiate a new learning curve for their marketing,
sales and customer support staff. The reality is that
integration is quickly transitioning from an optional idea
to a mandatory methodology; as more businesses find
profitable ways to harness the power of integration,
marketers who reject it are finding themselves at a
disadvantage.

predictions. By aligning the sales, marketing, customer
service and even accounting teams, it closes the loop
of customer dynamics and actions and opens the
possibilities for substantial ROI. This in turn intensifies a
marketer’s ability to generate meaningful conversations
at any point in the customer lifecycle with targeted
content and responses. It also offers the opportunity
to create unique and innovative communications that
help businesses differentiate from the competition.
Think about marketing based on product usage – not
just pumping emails to purchased lists. With the right
groundwork, integration can allow marketing initiatives
to extend into areas many marketers have never
considered as “their turf” but are in fact substantial
areas of opportunity to flourish and elevate campaign
performance.
While the benefits of integration are many, the
following four represent significant advantages for most
businesses.

The philosophy
is simple: by
establishing a
360o data picture
and conveying
relevant messaging
promoted on
eMail and social,
businesses can
attract new
prospects and stay
connected with
existing customers.

Marketers don’t want to be thought of as sales support
anymore – so if that’s the case, it’s time to start acting
like it. The most effective strategy in alleviating this
stigma is to create conversations at more points
than just pre-sales. It’s important to note that smart
integration goes beyond lead metrics, reporting and
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EXPANDING BEYOND LEAD GENERATION
There’s no denying that best practices have evolved
rapidly in recent years, mostly due to technology. Yet
some marketers cling to an outdated business paradigm,
where lead generation is viewed as the only action
that matters. This fixation on the number of net new
leads represents a lost perspective – and lost value – of
the potential of the rest of the funnel. Marketers who
abandon the sales funnel after MQLs sacrifice customer
engagement, lifecycle visibility, and tighter branding.
By opting out of integration efforts, they are conceding
the advantage to their competitors and consigning
themselves to the scrap heap of failed initiatives.
Why do these marketers ignore leads after qualifying
them? Tradition really. In that now obsolete paradigm,
they view any further activity as the sales team’s job
or the service team’s responsibility. Their role, as they
see it, is to identify marketing qualified leads (MQLs),
transitioning those to the sales team, then moving on to
pursue new leads – initiating the same cycle.
As any skilled marketer knows, qualifying leads is not the
end of the journey. In fact, MQL is merely the start of a
profitable process that partners technology with data
to grow and nourish your customer base. By presenting
relevant content such as emails or landing pages at the
right time, you can escort your prospects and customers
through the stages of their buying process. Tracking
campaign results, offer acceptances and identifying lead
sources can all net rewards of increased traffic, audience
engagement, and higher revenue – none of which will
be as impressive in a cycle that ends at lead generation.

BACK TO BASICS: FOUR KEYS TO ESTABLISHING
SUCCESSFUL DATA INTEGRATION
“Integration is really kind of a dirty word in marketing – it scares a lot of execs to
even say the word. Lets face it – it sounds expensive and it sounds complicated. Not
to mention, it sounds like something we can’t do without adding other bodies to the
project, hours to the solution, and probability for failure. In actuality integration is an
often basic key to closing the ROI loop.”
							
- Justin Gray, CEO - LeadMD

Follow these four basics to get your data inline with your process:
•

Clean up your CRM data and optimize your lead scoring. No matter how well you
plan your integration, you can’t build a great process around a lousy one. Get your
house in order before expanding your programs.

•

Keep sales and customer service in the conversation. Remember the fourth item
above. It costs less to keep an existing customer than to find a new one. Sales and
customer service are paramount to retention.

•

Don’t be a top-of-funnel dweller. Lead generation is sexy, but it’s also only a small
segment of the lifecycle of a deal. Don’t be so focused on filling the funnel that
you fail to realize you’re holding a colander.

•

Reinforce good behavior with training. Your integration strategy may look great
on paper, but your sales and marketing teams will be the ones executing on a dayto-day basis. Be sure to support them with regular training.
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SUPPLYING THE DATA YOUR BUSINESS
LEADERS NEED

Most critical business decisions are only as good as
the data they’re based upon. Whether it’s aligning
marketing initiatives, conceptualizing effective
campaigns, or allocating marketing dollars, decisionmakers must have the accurate, top-to-bottom story
told by solid data.
Integration provides this by syncing data two ways
between your marketing automation and your CRM
system. Consider the following objectives. Accurate
forecasting models are needed to predict lead
generation and close rates; velocity reports help
forecast resource needs; closed-loop visibility into
funnel abandonment and scoring methodology helps
marketers spend marketing resources wisely. All of these
are dependent on the depth, availability and accuracy
of data – and decision-makers must have access to
that data to understand factors such as cost per lead,
opportunity, deal win, and deal loss.
Basing high-level decisions on data that drops off at MQL
is myopic. To accurately measure sales and marketing
activity, marketers need a concrete set of metrics based
on a complete view of lifecycle activity. Only then can
we understand the buying dynamics and preferences
of our prospects and customers – and tailor our efforts
accordingly.

HOLDING SALES ACCOUNTABLE FOR SLAs
The importance of timing can’t be overrated in an
effective, high-functioning marketing automation effort.
But to assess the success of your sales team’s efforts,
oversight is critical – and that’s exactly what integration
provides.

Consider a scenario where a prospect has downloaded
your whitepaper. How long does it take for a sales
team member to contact that prospect? Marketing
automation will tell you the answer, providing accurate
and detailed knowledge of the sales team’s actions and
timing. Does the data reveal a correlation between short
response time and close ratio?

Organizations who
allow marketing
visibility into post
customer activity
increase profitability
per customer by an
average of 28%.

Armed with an analysis of that data, you can guide your
sales team’s performance accordingly and map out a
path to a higher close rate.

MOTIVATING CUSTOMER EVANGELISM &
ENGAGEMENT

It’s one of the classic rules of marketing: it’s more costeffective to retain an existing customer than to harvest a
new one. And yet failing to nurture existing customers is
one of the most frequently relinquished opportunities in
marketing automation.
This is where integration can offer an immediate lift.
Tracking lead activity past the handoff and even past
the win can continue the conversation, strengthen the
relationship, and increase the lifetime revenue from
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that customer. Ensuring the communication is both
relevant and consistent cuts through the digital noise
of competitors and intensifies customer loyalty. But
the benefits don’t stop there. Marketing at every
stage of the funnel can take myriad forms, including
offers of high-value services and products unique to
your company, and customized content that caters to
individual customer needs. All of which can manifest
through social media tracking and drip campaigns,
territory assignment, campaign management, analytics
and more.
It’s clear that integration is essential to mounting an
intelligent and resonant high-performing campaign. Yet
the question on many marketers’ minds is how they can
best integrate their marketing automation with their
CRM while avoiding the hassles mentioned above: the
added staff, the expense and the complications.

ŝŶͼƚĞͼŐƌĂͼƟŽŶ

ͬॠŝŶƟढ़ŐƌĈ^,Ŷͬ
EŽƵŶ

ϭ͘dŚĞĂĐƟŽŶŽƌƉƌŽĐĞƐƐŽĨŝŶƚĞŐƌĂƟŶŐ͘
Ϯ͘dŚĞŝŶƚĞƌŵŝǆŝŶŐŽĨƉĞŽƉůĞŽƌŐƌŽƵƉƐƉƌĞǀŝŽƵƐůǇ
ƐĞŐƌĞŐĂƚĞĚ͘
ĞǆĂŵƉůĞ͗/ŶƚĞŐƌĂƟŽŶŽĨ^ĂůĞƐĨŽƌĐĞ͘ĐŽŵĂŶĚDĂƌŬĞƚŽŝƐŵŽƌĞƚŚĂŶŇŝƉƉŝŶŐ
ĂĨĞǁƐǁŝƚĐŚĞƐͲŝƚ͛ƐƉƌŽĐĞƐƐŝŶƚĞŐƌĂƟŽŶĂƐǁĞůů͘

Whether you use Salesforce.com, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM, or another platform, the following tips will help
you form a clean and productive integration that takes
your marketing and your revenue to a higher level.
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THE SUCCESSFUL PATH TO
INTEGRATION
OPTIMIZE YOUR CRM DATA & LEAD
SCORING

It takes a solid foundation to build an impressive
structure; with this in mind, the first step to a smooth
integration is cleaning your CRM data. Refresh your
databases to ensure your data is accurate, up-to-date
and devoid of dead leads. Next, you’ll want to hone
your buyer personas, mapping out exactly who your
clients and prospects are, what they want, and how they
behave. Once you feel confident about your profiles,
you’ll need to orient your CRM system around the
capture of that data. That means adding categories,
building validations, and creating workflows to achieve
the complete level of automation. Even small details
can add value; one example would be using workflows
to complete the country field based on the buyer’s IP
address.
While all this groundwork might seem onerous,
operating from a rich and valid database is necessary
to maximize the full potential of your system. Not only
will your efforts assist your sales team and remove
obstructions for your marketing team, you’ll be paving
a convenient and appealing path to purchase for
your customers. By optimizing your data and leads in
advance, you will design a compelling buying process
that entices leads through relevant content and
customized triggers.

INVOLVE SALES & SERVICE IN THE CONVERSATION

Remember the maxim we discussed above: it’s more cost-effective to retain an existing
customer than to find a new one. While many marketers know this, they don’t always
realize how essential a role sales and customer service teams can play in this effort.
Savvy marketers stay engaged long after the sale, dedicated to discovering and
addressing their customers’ pain points. They then educate the customer on the
products that can solve those challenges. This is where the sales and customer service
teams enter the equation. Those teams are uniquely positioned to reveal the services
and features that offer the most value to customers – and can further segment that
information, such as categorizing by the most popular features or the features most
utilized by advanced users. Armed with that knowledge, the marketer can promote
those features to prospects and existing customers, deepening their brand involvement
and heightening their retention factor.

UTILIZE THE ENTIRE FUNNEL

As discussed above, lead generation is an important step in the sales lifecycle - but it is
only one step in that cycle. Given that an expired lead is essentially worthless, following
up on leads becomes just as valuable a task as landing them.
Enforcing SLAs and asking sales to route failed leads back to the marketing team are just
a few ways marketers can maximize their initial efforts. But to fully exploit the marketing
potential of the funnel, marketers must look beyond MQL and capitalize on every stage
of the buying process – beginning with recycling and nurturing leads.
The funnel is a highly nuanced process. Multiple changes and dynamics occur
throughout the sales and service cycle, from reversals to lost customers. All of these
represent opportunities to resurrect the lead and recoup the investment of time, effort
and money that has been spent on that buyer. The deeper a buyer has progressed
through the sales cycle, the more expensive the lead becomes; a smart marketer will
leverage that cost rather than squander it completely.
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REINFORCE GOOD BEHAVIOR

Formulating the perfect integration strategy on
paper is a great step. But the people responsible for
executing that strategy on a daily basis are your sales
and marketing teams. Devising and documenting new
policies and plans are vital, but to actually have your
teams to integrate that change into their daily processes
usually means ongoing and detailed training. Otherwise,
their resistance to change and their comfort level with
existing processes will lead to failure.
Be sure to simplify the process as much as possible;
the more complicated a process is, the less likely it will
be followed. Institute a clear and open two-way flow
of communication so any obstacles or confusion can
be resolved immediately. Along with ongoing training
and open door help sessions, your CRM and marketing
automation administrators should assist by creating
processes that promote or require good behavior.
Examples include enforcing required fields with
validations and ensuring that SLAs are being followed
with alerts.

Summary
Integrating marketing automation with your CRM system is not just an
advantage – in today’s competitive world of targeted marketing, it’s
a necessity. Companies that pursue smart integration strategies will
reap multiple rewards: tighter alignment with their sales and customer
support teams, customer engagement and loyalty, and rising sales.
It can involve more effort and perhaps more training, yes. But done
intelligently, integration drives the top factors of high-performing
campaigns: targeting, funnel management and conversion. There’s no
other tool quite as effective in today’s marketing landscape.

Finally, be sure to empower your team. In addition
to training them on new and internal processes, be
sure they are educated on any relevant technologies
and platforms. Whether it’s investing in certification
or professional development for specific skills like
innovation, make sure the teams have the knowledge,
training and methodologies to execute the new
integration deliverables.
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About Marketo

Easy, Powerful, Complete. Marketo uniquely provides easy-touse, powerful and complete marketing software that propels
fast-growing small companies and global enterprises alike.
Marketo® marketing automation and sales effectiveness
software – including the world’s first integrated solution for
social marketing automation – streamlines marketing processes,
delivers more campaigns, generates more win-ready leads, and
dramatically improves sales performance.

About LeadMD
LeadMD is a conversational marketing services firm specializing
on organic lead generation. Headquartered in Phoenix, LeadMD
helps companies fix their funnel by leveraging cutting edge sales
and marketing technology to produce quantifiable revenue
based results.
We love marketing automation - it’s a fact. We’ll make a believer
out of you as well. In fact we’re so confident (Certified Marketo
Partners & Professionals, Certified Salesforce Administrators
and Consultants) in the knowledge we wield, we’ll examine
your automation roadmap with our popular Health Check and
get a plan in place before you can say ROI. It’s no wonder that
LeadMD has helped over 750 organizations harness the power
of Marketo:
Google:
leadmd.com
Twitter
@myleadmd

With proven technology, comprehensive services and expert
guidance, Marketo helps thousands of companies around the
world turn marketing from a cost center into a revenue driver.
Website:
www.marketo.com
Twitter:
@marketo

